Sheet metal system speeds part design and fabrication
A comprehensive computer-aided design and manufacturing solution for sheet
metal design and fabrication is being introduced by General Electric's Calma
Company.
The SheetMetal System, a fully integrated application package for the company's DDM (design, drafting, and manufacturing) mechanical CAE/CAD/CAM

systems, is intended for mechanical
machinery and electromechanical equipment manufacturers with extensive sheet
metal requirements.
Offered for both the DEC VAX and
Apollo computer environments, the SheetMetal System consists of three integrated
elements: design, including automatic flatpattern layout; nesting; and NC processing.

YOUR EXPERTISE CAN HELP
MEET U.S. SCIENTIFIC,
COMMERCIAL AND
DEFENSE NEEDS.
As a CAD/CAM professional, you can work on developing capabilities
for use on programs like the Shuttle/Centaur, Atlas/Centaur, Tomahawk
Cruise Missile, and automatic test equipment for the F-16 and B-l B. We
utilize the most advanced hardware and software devices available and
need CAD/CAM professionals to help us on these highly sophisticated
projects. We have multiple openings for professionals with the
following qualifications:

CADICAM

* Bachelors and/or Masters and/or PhD degree.
* 3-8 years' experience.
* Experience

Computational Geometry, Algorithm Development, Applied Math,
Research, FORTRAN.
- ComputerVision CGP 200X/CADDS 4X Systems and Graphics

-

Programing; CV Database and communications experience
a plus.
- Digital Equipment VAX 11 /7XX, VMS Operating System,
FORTRAN.
- IBM 3OXX, MVS-OS, VM-CMS, FORTRAN, PI-1, ASSEMBLER.
- On-line database environment with industrial experience.
- CDC Cyber Programming in COBOL, FORTRAN, PASCAL, NOS
Operating Systems.
- CAD/CAM Applications, database experience, solid modeler and
turn-key graphic system.
- Information modeling and data dictionaries; Model 204 experience
a plus.
- Apollo Engineering Workstation.
- IBM PC MS-DOS, UNIX, PASCAL.
This is your opportunity to join one of the most skilled teams in the
industry. You will be able to employ your talents and abilities to the
fullest extent. And you will enjoy our modern facilities, excellent salaries
and a complete benefits package which includes medical, dental,
prescription drugs, savings and stock investment plan, life insurance,
advanced educational opportunities and outstanding recreational
fitness facilities.
If you qualify and are looking for a challenge, please send your resume
with salary history, in confidence, to: Director-Western Center,
General Dynamics Data Systems Division, P.O. Box 85808,
MZ VP-5150-A020. San Diego, CA 92138.
GENERAL DYNAMICS
Data Systems Division

An Equal Opportunity Employer/U.S. Citizenship

Required.

The design function enables users to
generate detailed three-dimensional discrete part designs from complex threedimensional assemblies. Once the 3-D
design is complete, the SheetMetal System
features fully automatic unfolding of even
the most complex parts into 2-D flat
layouts, automatically compensating for
metal stretch.
After the design process, the nesting
function enables the user to arrange flat
parts on the specified stock in the most
material-efficient manner. The user establishes custom punch press, flame or laser
cutter libraries. These libraries make it
possible to define such elements as punch
press geometrics or flame and laser kerf

width.
Following nesting, the SheetMetal System's NC processing function maximizes
CAM productivity by automatically creating, simulating, and postprocessing tool
paths for NC punch presses and flame or

laser cutters. Significant among the NC
processing features is the ability to create a
tool library in the CAD/CAM system,
allowing the user to quickly set up or
rearrange tools.
Calma's SheetMetal System will be
available for DEC VAX-based systems in
the third quarter of 1985. Prices range
from $12,000 to $40,000 and depend on
system configuration.
Calma Company, with sales offices in 60
US cities, is headquartered at 501 Sycamore Drive, Milpitas, CA 95035-7/489;
(408) 434-4000.
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Image-scanning workstations
allow computer-aided publishing
ImagiTex has announced an optional
software package for its Image 3000 work-

stations; it allows users to develop docu-

ments that have a high image content and
in which layout is critical. The software

package, called Impact, permits users to

create a layout that includes both graphics

and photographs. Impact uses what is
called "spot color," which lets the user
add color from a wide palette to the white
portions of the document. It can design
products from labels to sales brochures,
manuals to packaging, claims ImagiTex,
and it is priced at $25,000. Further information is available at 77 Northeastern
Blvd., Nashua, NH 03062; (603) 889-6600.
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